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Magnetic circular dichroism anisotropy from coherent Raman detected
electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy: Application to spin-1 Õ2
transition metal ion centers in proteins
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Measurement of magnetic circular dichroism~MCD! anisotropy has contributed greatly to the
understanding of the electronic structure of transition metal ion centers in both biological and
nonbiological materials. Compared to previous methods, optically detected electron paramagnetic
resonance experiments can measure MCD anisotropy with dramatically improved orientational
resolution. In this paper the relevant theory for systems with an isolated Kramers doublet ground
level is derived and its application illustrated using a transition metal ion center in a protein: low
spin ferric haem. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~00!00634-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic circular dichroism~MCD! anisotropy is a
powerful tool in the assignment of electronic transitions a
hence in the understanding of molecular structure.1,2 The
MCD field and temperature dependencies of samples c
taining randomly orientated molecules are sensitive to
anisotropy.3–6 Such experiments, which are known as MC
magnetization or saturation curve analysis, have been
ticularly important in the study of transition metal ion cente
in enzymes and other proteins. When combined with inf
mation from complementary methods, such as optical
sorption and electron paramagnetic resonance s
troscopies, it has been possible to deduce the chem
structures of paramagnetic centers.2 However, MCD magne-
tization experiments rely on the ability to distinguish b
tween centers with different orientations through their diff
ent Boltzmann spin polarizations. As the magne
anisotropy of the centers decreases, the requirements fo
strumental linearity, stability, and signal-to-noise can b
come very severe.6

Electron paramagnetic resonance~EPR! methods7,8

are able to distinguish between centers with different ori
tations relatively easily using the microwave resonance c
dition. In an ideal optically detected EPR experime
one therefore performs an optical experiment on an orie
tionally selected set of chromophores. If MCD is used
detect the EPR we may therefore, in principle, meas
the MCD anisotropy with high accuracy. The first attemp
to exploit this possibility in samples containing random
orientated molecules9,10 used a relatively well-known
method11,12—saturation of the EPR transition by the resona
microwave radiation and detection of the subsequent red
tion in the MCD signal. Unfortunately, although success
4330021-9606/2000/113(10)/4331/9/$17.00
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experiments were carried out on several types of cop
protein,9,10 a number of severe difficulties were experience
Experimentally, it is difficult to distinguish between aniso
ropy of the microwave saturation/magnetic relaxation a
MCD anisotropy. In addition, magnetic relaxation effec
~cross-relaxation13 and spectral diffusion! can remove the
orientational selectivity of the experiment: Molecules whi
are not resonant with the microwaves become satura
These magnetic relaxation/microwave saturation effects
also strongly dependent upon sample variables such as
centration and other experimental conditions. Understand
these effects can be especially difficult in proteins contain
multiple paramagnetic centers.

The coherent Raman detected EPR experiment has
potential to overcome these difficulties. Like the conve
tional microwave detected EPR experiment,7,8 coherent Ra-
man detected EPR measures the microwave induced pre
sion of the sample magnetization. The fundamental natur
the coherent Raman process14–16means that there are poten
tially many different types of experiment belonging to th
class. An important group of coherent Raman detected E
experiments, which are the principal subject of this pap
are those that may be considered to arise from an oscilla
magnetic circular dichroism or birefringence~Faraday rota-
tion! due to the microwave-induced precessi
magnetization.17–20 We find it convenient to refer to experi
ments of this class as ‘‘PROD’’ experiments~Paramagnetic
Resonance Optically Detected!. It is possible to measure
MCD anisotropy using the PROD experiment.21 Other types
of coherent Raman detected EPR experiments have been
formed that cannot be described in terms of an oscillat
MCD or Faraday rotation.22

The difficulties experienced with conventional MCD d
tected EPR arise from the fact that strictly speaking it do
1 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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not measure EPR at all but rather a secondary conseque
repopulation of the magnetic states by microwave pow
saturation. In contrast, the PROD experiment measures
in as direct a way as can be envisaged with an optical
periment. This fundamental simplicity makes the experim
more suitable for precision measurements of MCD anis
ropy. In the absence of microwave saturation, the only
tential influence of magnetic relaxation effects on the size
the precessing magnetization is through the EPR line sh
function. In many practical cases other factors determine
line shape,7,8 and in the rare cases where relaxation is imp
tant it is usually not necessary to know the details of
mechanism in order to simulate the spectra. Equally imp
tantly, the interactions between paramagnetic centers
through cross-relaxation, can remove orientational selecti
in MCD detected EPR at worse only influence line shape
coherent Raman detected EPR. If it is possible to distingu
between centers by conventional microwave detected E
then it will also be possible to do so with coherent Ram
detected EPR. These considerations lead to a dramatic
plification of the interpretation of the experiment.

Recent instrumental improvements23 allow the PROD
experiment to be applied to a remarkably wide range of
entific problems. It is the purpose of this paper to illustra
how MCD anisotropy can be measured using the PROD
periment. To this end, a theoretical treatment of molecu
with fictitious spin-1/2 ground levels is given and the theo
is compared to an experiment on a metalloprotein: low s
ferric haem ~Pseudomonas aeruginosacytochrome c551!.
We refer to ‘‘fictitious’’ spin to remind ourselves that th
states concerned are never pure spin functions.

II. THEORY

A. Basic equations

We consider a molecule~or, more generally, a localize
chromophore such as an ion, atom, or defect center! with a
fictitious spin-1/2 ground level. We assume that other lev
have no significant thermal population and are not mix
into the ground level by the applied magnetic field. In sho
we are concerned with a molecule whose ground level m
be described with aS̃51/2 spin Hamiltonian. We furthe
assume that the dominant contribution to the MCD ari
from the thermal spin polarization of the ground level. Th
is nearly always the case for transition metal ion param
nets at cryogenic temperatures. For such a molecule
MCD along a laboratory axisP may be related to the mo
lecular fictitious spin expectation values,^S̃xyz&, through the
equation:

D«P54K f ~n,D![ ~APxCxx1APyCyx1APzCzx!^S̃x&

1~APxCxy1APyCyy1APzCzy!^S̃y&

1~APxCxz1APyCyz1APzCzz!^S̃z&], ~1!

whereD«P is the difference between molar extinction coe
ficients for left and right circularly polarized light («L
ce:
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2«R), K is a collection of fundamental constan
(NAa2p log(e)/1000\«0ch), f (n,D) is a magnetic field in-
dependent optical line shape function with a normalized
roth moment

S E f ~n,D!

n
dn51D ,

and theAPi are the directional cosines between the opti
propagation axisP and theith molecular axis,i 5xyz. The
parametersC contain the optical matrix elements:

Cxi5(
e

Im$^g~ i !umyue&^eumzug~ i !&%,

Cyi5(
e

Im$^g~ i !umzue&^eumxug~ i !&%,

Czi5(
e

Im$^g~ i !umxue&^eumyug~ i !&%,

where themi are the linearly polarized electric transitio
dipole operators in the molecular frame,ue& are the excited
level states, andug( i )& are the ground level states with the
fictitious spins quantized along each molecular axis,i. These
expressions are derived in Appendix A.

B. MCD magnetization Õsaturation curve analysis

The most important method of studying MCD aniso
ropy used at present is the magnetization/satura
experiment.1,3–6 In this technique the circular dichroism ex
perienced by an optical beam propagating parallel to an
plied magnetic field,B0 , is studied as a function of magnet
field strength and temperature. In order to firmly establ
the connection with our PROD experiments we shall der
the relevant theory for this experiment. Considerable sim

FIG. 1. Euler anglesf, u, h relating the molecularg-value axis system
x, y, z and the laboratory axis systemX, Y, Z. The main magnetic field
B0 is applied alongZ and the linearly polarized microwave frequenc
field 2B1 cosvt is applied alongX. In practical instrumentsB0 will nor-
mally be horizontal. The directional cosines used throughout the m
text are:AX5(cosu cosf cosh2sinf sinh,cosu sinf cosh1cosf sinh,
2sinu cosh), AY5(2cosu cosf sinh2sinf cosh,2cosu sinf sinh
1cosf cosh,sinu sinh), andAZ5(sinu cosf,sinu sinf,cosu).
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fication is obtained if we equate the molecular axis syste
xyz, with that of theg-value system. We consider a mo
ecule whoseg-value axes are orientated relative to the a
plied field axisZ in accordance with Fig. 1. We shall hav
numerous occasion to refer to the directional cosineAji be-
tween theith g-value axis (i 5x,y,z) and another axisj. The
orientational dependencies of theith component of the ficti-
tious spin is

^S̃i&5^S̃0&S gi

g DAZi , ~2!

where ^S̃0& is the thermally averaged fictitious spin of th
molecule: ^S̃0&52 1

2tanh(gbB0/2kT), gi is the principal
g-value, andg25( igi

2AZi
2 . A geometrical derivation of thes

equations is found in Appendix B. Combining these expr
sions in Eq.~1! (P5Z) and expressing theAZi in terms of
the polar angles, Fig. 1, we obtain our explicit expression
the MCD anisotropy:

D«Z54K f ~n,D!
^S̃0&

g
[ ~Cxx sinu cosf1Cyx sinu sinf

1Czx cosu)gx sinu cosf

1(Cxy sinu cosf1Cyy sinu sinf1Czy cosu)gy

3sinu sinf1~Cxz sinu cosf1Cyz sinu sinf

1Czzcosu!gz cosu]. ~3!

In many practical applications of MCD a sample containi
randomly orientated molecules is studied. Only three te
in Eq. ~3! are even functions ofu andf, and it is only these
terms that need to be considered when simulating a ma
tization curve:

^D«&Z5
8

p
K f ~n,D!E

0

p/2E
0

p/2 ^S̃0&
g

@Cxxgx sin2 u cos2 f

1Cyygy sin2 u sin2 f

1Czzgz cos2 u#sinu du df. ~4!

For a molecule with an axially symmetricg-value system
(gx5gy5g') this reduces to

^D«&Z54K f ~n,D!E
0

p/2 ^S̃0&
g

3@C'g' sin2 u1Czzgz cos2 u#sinu du, ~5!

whereC'5(Cxx1Cyy)/2.
Expressions of these mathematical forms@Eqs. ~4! and

~5!# have been obtained by several authors.3,4,6 However, un-
like earlier derivations, the present treatment does not rely
the presence of molecular symmetry3,4 or the appropriatenes
of a particular model of electronic structure.6
,
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C. PROD experiment

Excitation of a paramagnetic sample by a resonant
crowave field results in precession of the magnetizat
about the applied magnetic field axis at the microwa
frequency.7 In the conventional EPR experiment the prece
ing magnetization is detected through the microwave rad
tion that it emits.24 In the PROD experiment the precessin
magnetization is detected through the oscillating circular
chroism ~or birefringence! experienced by an optical beam
propagating perpendicularly to the applied field.17–20 We
have already derived an expression for the MCD in terms
the fictitious spin expectation values, Eq.~1!. The derivation
of that equation does not rely on the fictitious spin expec
tion values being the thermal values. A light beam pass
through the sample is unable to deduce the method by w
the spin polarization was created. We may therefore use
~1! to calculate the microwave-induced oscillating MCD su
ject to one important condition, i.e., that the optical linewid
is much larger than the microwave frequency. This is nec
sary so that the optically induced molecular electric dip
can adjust adiabatically to the precessing magnetization
alternatively so that we may continue to use the concep
an optical transition probability on a time scale short co
pared to the microwave period.18 In this circumstance we
may separately treat the interaction of the optical and m
netic transitions with the radiation. It is very rare for optic
transitions of paramagnetic species in condensed matte
have optical linewidths narrower than microwave~1–300
GHz, 0.03–10 cm21! frequencies. In the cases where it do
occur, it is possible to perform the calculation with oth
methods,14,16but the signal is no longer solely determined
the aspects of electronic structure that give rise to MC
These more general cases lie beyond the scope of this p

Calculation of the oscillating MCD therefore come
down, within the assumptions discussed above, to solv
the equation of motion of the fictitious spin. We again co
sider a fictitious spin-1/2 molecule with a rhombicg-value
system. We must specify the orientation of the microwa
field relative to theg-value axes, Fig. 1. We introduce
laboratory axis system,XYZ, with the applied field,B0 ,
alongZ and the microwave field 2B1 cosvt applied alongX.
It is convenient to consider separately the parts of the fi
tious spin that oscillate in phase with and in phase quadra
with the magnetization responsible for the conventional E
signal. The oscillating fictitious spin polarizations along t
g-value axes are shown in Appendix C to be

^S̃x&EPR5 S S gxgz
2

g2 D cosu cosf cosh

1S gx~gy
22gx

2!gz
2

g'
2 g2 D cos2 u cos2 f sinf sinh

2S gxgy
2

g'
2 D sinf sinh D

3
^S̃disp.&cos~vt !2^S̃abs.&sin~vt !

g1
, ~6!
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^S̃y&EPR5 S S gx
2gy

g'
2 D cosf sinh1S gygz

2

g2 D cosu sinf cosh

1S gy~gy
22gx

2!gz
2

g'
2 g2 D cos2 u sin2 f cosf sinh D

3
^S̃disp.&cos~vt !2^S̃abs.&sin~vt !

g1
, ~7!

^S̃z&EPR52S S g'
2 gz

g2 D sinu cosh

1S ~gy
22gx

2!gz

g2 D cosu sinu cosf sinf sinh D
3

^S̃disp.&cos~vt !2^S̃abs.&sin~vt !

g1
, ~8!

^S̃x&Quad.52S S gygz

g D sinf cosh

1S gy~gy
22gx

2!gz

g'
2 g D cosu sin2 f cosf sinh

1S gx
2gygz

g'
2 g D cosu cosf sinh D

3
^S̃disp.&sin~vt !1^S̃abs.&cos~vt !

g1
, ~9!

^S̃y&Quad.5S S gxgz

g D cosf cosh

1S gx~gy
22gx

2!gz

g'
2 g D cosu cos2 f sinf sinh

2S gxgy
2gz

g'
2 g D sinf cosu sinh D

3
^S̃disp.&sin~vt !1^S̃abs.&cos~vt !

g1
, ~10!
^S̃z&Quad.5S gxgy

g D sinu sinh

3
^S̃disp.&sin~vt !1^S̃abs.&cos~vt !

g1
, ~11!

where

g1
25S S g'gz

g D cosh1S ~gy
22gx

2!gz

g'g D
3cosf sinf cosu sinh D 2

1S gxgy

g'
D 2

sin2 h, ~12!

andg'
2 5gy

2 sin2 f1gx
2 cos2 f.

For a microwave field sufficiently weak to avoid satur
tion, the absorption and dispersion phase fictitious spin
larizations are given by

^S̃abs.&52g1bB1^S̃0&p f ~v!, ~13!

^S̃disp.&52g1bB1^S̃0&pg~v!, ~14!

whereb is the Bohr magneton,f (v) is a line shape function
normalized according to*0

` f (v)dv51, and g(v) is its
Kramers–Kronig transform.25

We shall consider first a light beam propagating alo
the laboratoryX axis, parallel to the microwave fieldBX .
Substituting the expressions for the oscillating spin polari
tions and the directional cosines, Fig. 1, in Eq.~1! (P5X),
we obtain an expression for the PROD anisotropy of a sin
molecule. However, the case of common practical interes
a sample containing randomly orientated molecules. V
considerable simplification is possible in this case beca
most terms average to zero when integrated over the an
u, f, h. Noting thatg, g' , andg1 are even functions ofu, f,
h, one finds that only the three diagonal terms survive. F
ther, only the part of the fictitious spin oscillating in pha
with the magnetization responsible for the conventional E
signal, ^S̃i&EPR, contributes to the oscillating MCD in this
geometry. As long as thef (v) is independent ofh, which is
normally the case, we may average overh:
ally

r

^D«&X5
4

p
K f ~n,D!E

0

p/2E
0

p/2 FCxxS S gx
3gz

2

g'
2 g2D cos2 u cos2 f1S gxgy

2

g'
2 D sin2 f D

1CyyS S gy
3gz

2

g'
2 g2D cos2 u sin2 f1S gx

2gy

g'
2 D cos2 f D 1CzzS g'

2 gz

g2 D sin2 uG^S̃disp.&cos~vt !2^S̃abs.&sin~vt !

g1
sinu du df. ~15!

This equation is analogous to Eq.~4! in the MCD magnetization experiment, and like that equation it may be numeric
integrated by computer to simulate the experiment. For a molecule with an axialg-value system, Eq.~15! reduces to

^D«&X52K f ~n,D!E
0

p/2FC'S S g'gz
2

g2 D cos2 u1g'D 1CzzS g'
2 gz

g2 D sin2 uG^S̃disp.&cos~vt !2^S̃abs.&sin~vt !

g1
sinu du. ~16!

An equation of this form was used by us in a previous publication.21 In the case of an isotropicg-value system, integration ove
a sphere gives:̂D«&x54K f (n,D)C(^S̃disp.&cos(vt)2^S̃abs.&sin(vt)), whereC5(Cxx1Cyy1Czz)/3. This ‘‘atomic’’ case has
also been considered by Dehmelt.17
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Another possible geometry is an optical light beam propagating alongY, perpendicular to the microwave and applie
fields, Fig. 1. For such a geometry one obtains~averaging overh!:

^D«&Y5
4

p
K f ~n,D!E

0

p/2E
0

p/2FCxxS S gx
2gygz

g'
2 g D cos2 f1S gy

3gz

g'
2 g D sin2 f D (sin2 f1cos2 u cos2 f)

1CyyS S gx
3gz

g'
2 g D ~cos2 f1cos2 u sin2 f!cos2 f1S gxgy

2gz

g'
2 g D ~cos2 f sin2 u1cos2 u!sin2 f D 1CzzS gxgy

g D sin2 uG
3

^S̃disp.&sin~vt !1^S̃abs.&cos~vt !

g1
sinu du df, ~17!
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which reduces in the axial case to

^D«&Y52K f ~n,D!

3E
0

p/2FC'S g'gz

g D ~11cos2 u!1CzzS g'
2

g D sin2 uG
3

^S̃disp.&sin~vt !1^S̃abs.&cos~vt !

g1
sinu du.

Thus in addition to ap/2 phase shift in the temporal depe
dence, the orientational dependence of the terms proporti
to Cxx , Cyy , Czz, etc. are different compared to the fir
geometry. The resulting PROD line shapes will also the
fore be different, although the information content is t
same. No net modulated circular dichroism is obtained fo
light beam propagating parallel to the applied fieldB0 .
Clearly, the case of an arbitrarily orientated light beam c
be treated by considering the components of the light be
passing alongX andY, and taking an appropriate linear com
bination of Eqs.~15! and ~17!.

III. APPLICATIONS

We shall illustrate the application of the theory using
low spin ferric haem protein:Pseudomonas aeruginosacy-
tochrome c551. Low spin ferric haems perform electro
transfer functions in a variety of biochemical processe26

The buffered protein solution was mixed with a glassi
agent~glycerol 1:1 by volume! to obtain an optically trans
parent sample when frozen. The centers are therefore
domly orientated. All data were measured with a microwa
frequency optical heterodyne detected instrument descr
in detail elsewhere.19,21,23 The intensity modulation of the
transmitted light beam was measured using a high sp
photodiode and low noise microwave receiver. A single m
crowave oscillator is used to excite the sample and drive
microwave receiver. This allows the phase relationship
tween the microwave excitation and the optical modulat
to be examined and hence the signals due to the absorp
^S̃abs.&, and dispersive,̂S̃disp.&, parts of the precessing ficti
tious spin to be measured separately. The data are pres
in terms of the microwave modulation of the absorbanceDA
of circularly polarized light according to:P5P0•102A, A
5A01(DA/2)sin(vt), where P is the transmitted optica
power, P0 is the incident power,v/2p is the microwave
frequency, andA0 is the average absorbance. Unlike conve
al
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n
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tional EPR instruments, no magnetic field modulation is us
so spectra and simulations are presented as the absolute
nal rather than its first derivative. Spectra have the same
as the conventional EPR spectra when the MCD giving r
to them is positive.

Simulations are carried out using numerical orientatio
averaging methods closely analogous to those used in
ventional EPR.8 The major differences arise from the need
simulate the dispersion phase signal. For this reason a c
plete frequency-space spectrum is simulated for each m
netic field point. A considerable~typically two order of mag-
nitude! increase in computation time results from th
approach relative to field-space calculations. It is also imp
tant to note that the Kramers–Kronig relations27 require that
f (v) and g(v) are odd and even functions ofv, respec-
tively. Although use of an asymmetrised absorption li
shape, for example:

FIG. 2. PROD spectrum ofPseudomonas aeruginosacytochrome c551 mea-
sured at 588 nm~points!. An argon ion pumped ring-dye laser was used
the optical source. The optical power incident on the sample was 17.5 m
The optical pathlength was 0.5 mm. The sample concentration estim
from the optical absorption spectrum was 2.6 mM. The sample was
mersed in super-fluid helium at 1.8 K. The microwave field had a freque
v/2p of 13.66 GHz and an amplitude 2B1>1 G. The absorptive phase
signal is completely microwave power saturated under these condition
dispersive phase simulation withuCzzu@uCxxu,uCyyu ~line! provides an ex-
cellent fit to the data.
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f ~v!5
1

p H Dv

~v02v!21~Dv!22
Dv

~v01v!21~Dv!2J ,

whereDv is a linewidth parameter, is usually not necessa
use of a symmetrized dispersion line shape, for example

g~v!5
1

p H ~v02v!

~v02v!21~Dv!2 1
~v01v!

~v01v!21~Dv!2J ,

makes an important adjustment to the dispersion line sha
of broad ‘‘powder’’ spectra.

Low spin ferric Haem centres have a rhombic fictitio
spin-1/2 spin Hamiltonian. They therefore provide a test
the most general form of the theory presented earlier,
~15!. The PROD spectrum ofPseudomonas aeruginosacy-
tochrome c551 measured at 588 nm is shown in Fig. 2. A
cording to the theory described above, the spectrum ca
any linear combination of the spectral line shapes obtai
for the three limiting cases shown in Fig. 3,uCxxu
@uCyyu,uCzzu, uCyyu@uCxxu,uCzzu, and uCzzu@uCxxu,uCyyu. It is
found, however, that the single limiting caseuCzzu
@uCxxu,uCyyu provides an excellent fit to the data. The op
cal wavelength dependence of the cytochrome c551 PROD
signal has been published elsewhere.20

IV. CONCLUSION

The expressions required to simulate the PROD l
shapes of molecules with fictitious spin-1/2 ground lev
has been derived. Using these expressions it has been
sible to simulate accurately a biological transition metal

FIG. 3. Simulated 13.66 GHz PROD line shapes ofPseudomonas aerugi
nosa cytochrome c551 using a rhombic spin Hamiltonian~gx50.8, gy

52.03,gz53.2! and Eq.~15!. The three limiting cases of MCD anisotrop
are shown, uCxxu@uCyyu,uCzzu ~a!, uCyyu@uCxxu,uCzzu ~b!, and uCzzu
@uCxxu,uCyyu ~c!. A Gaussian distribution of crystal field parameters is us
to simulate the dominant ‘‘g-strain’’ broadening in this protein~Ref. 31!.
Both the dispersive~solid lines! and absorptive~dashed lines! phase spectra
are shown.
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center, low spin ferric Haem, with a rhombic spin Ham
tonian, Fig. 2. The same theory has also successfully si
lated a number of other metalloprotein systems including
type 1 ~‘‘blue’’ ! copper center ofPseudomonas aeruginos
azurin,21 which has an approximately axial spin Hamiltonia
Since these centers exhibit very different optical and m
netic properties, this is strong evidence for the validity of t
theoretical model used.

The line shapes are strongly dependent on the anisot
of the magnetic circular dichroism, Fig. 3. In comparison, t
MCD magnetization/saturation experiment shows a rela
subtle dependence on this anisotropy.6 As noted above, this
improvement is due to the superior magnetic resolution
the electron paramagnetic resonance experiment. The a
tional orientational information obtained with the PROD e
periment is potentially very useful in the understanding
molecular structure. By studying the optical wavelength d
pendence of the PROD line shape, the method is able
deconvolute overlapping optical bands with only subtly d
ferent MCD anisotropies.

Further improvements in the accuracy with which MC
anisotropy can be measured with the PROD experiment
expected from increasing the microwave frequency. Sim
theoretical methods to those described here can be use
systems withS̃. 1

2 ground levels. Work in these directions
underway at present. Instruments covering the 400–1600
range under are construction.
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF EQUATION „1…

We start from the equation of Schatzet al.3 for the ori-
entational dependence of the MCD observed along the la
ratory axisP in the symmetrised form of Oganesyanet al.:5

D«P52
K

Q8 (
i , j ,k

« i jkAPk (
g,e

Im$^g8umi ue8&

3^e8umj ug8&%expS 2
Eg8

kTD f 8~n,neg ,Deg!, ~A1!

where ug& are the ground level eigenstates,« i jk is the anti-
symmetric Levi–Civita tensor,Eg is the energy of a ground
state, andQ is the partition function. Primed quantities a
potentially magnetic field dependent. However, for param
netic molecules at cryogenic temperatures, the domin
contribution to the MCD arises from thermal population d
ferences between the ground states. In common with o
theories,3,28 we may therefore approximate Eq.~A1! by tak-
ing the line shape functionf (n,neg ,Deg) as independent o
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the applied magnetic field. For an isolated Kramers doub
the ground level statesug& are also independent of magnet
field. Provided that the magnetic field only mixes the exci
level statesue& within themselves, the sum overue& removes
the need to consider the magnetic field, and also the orie
tional, dependence of these states28 ~the principle of spectro-
scopic stability!:

D«P52
K

Q8
f ~n,D!(

i , j ,k
« i jkAPk(

g,e
Im$^gumi ue&

3^eumj ug&%expS 2
Eg8

kTD . ~A2!

The MCD orientational dependence now resides in the di
tional cosines APk the normalized populations (1/Q8)
3exp(2Eg8/kT) and the ground level states,ug& and its Kram-
ers conjugateuḡ&.

Essentially, the derivation of Eq.~1! involves the refor-
mulation of Eq.~A2! in terms of the density matrix metho
of statistical mechanics.29 We shall focus on the quantity

ImH K (
e

mi ue&^eumj L J 5
1

Q8 (g,e
Im$^gumi ue&

3^eumj ug&%expS 2
Eg8

kTD ,

which is the thermal ensemble average of the ‘‘MCD ope
tor:’’ Im $(emiue&^eumj%. The possible states of an individu
molecule,ug& may be expressed in terms of amolecule fixed
basis ug(z)&, uḡ(z)& as ug&5c1ug(z)&1c2uḡ(z)&, whereci

are complex numbers. The density matrixr is defined by
r i j 5cj* ci , the ensemble average ofcj* ci . It can be ex-
pressed as

r5 1
211^S̃x&sx1^S̃y&sy1^S̃z&sz ,

where

sx5S 0 1

1 0D , sy5S 0 2 i

i 0 D , sz5S 1 0

0 21D ,

are the Pauli matrices and^S̃x,y,z& are real numbers. In EPR
theory7 the parameterŝS̃x,y,z& aredefinedas the three com
ponents of thefictitious spin. The statesug(z)&, uḡ(z)& are
then regarded as fictitious spin functions quantised alon
molecular axis, which we arbitrarily callz. The ensemble
averaged expectation value of(emi ue&^eumj is given by

K (
e

mi ue&^eumj L 5trH rF(
e

mi ue&^eumj G J . ~A3!

We need to know the form of the matrix@(emi ue&^eumj # in
the basisug(z)&, uḡ(z)&. Noting thatmi jk are time even op-
erators one finds that

(
e

^g~z!umi ue&^eumj ug~z!&

5S (
e

^ḡ~z!umi ue&^eumj uḡ~z!& D *

and
t,

d

ta-

c-

-

a

(
e

^g~z!umi ue&^eumj uḡ~z!&

52S (
e

^ḡ~z!umi ue&^eumj ug~z!& D *
.

The matrix@(emi ue&^eumj # must therefore take the form

F(
e

mi ue&^eumj G5S p q

2q* p* D ,

where p5(e^g(z)umi ue&^eumj ug(z)& and q
5(e^g(z)umi ue&^eumj uḡ(z)&. Inserting into Eq.~A3! one
finds:

ImH K (
e

mi ue&^eumj L J 52@ Im$q%^S̃x&1Re$q%^S̃y&

1Im$p%^S̃z&#.

The expression may be made more symmetrical by introd
ing additional basis functions:ug(x)&5(1/A2)(ug(z)&
1uḡ(z)&), uḡ(x)&5(1/A2)(ug(z)&2uḡ(z)&), ug(y)&5(1/
A2)(uḡ(z)&2ug(z)&), uḡ(y)&5(1/A2)(ug(z)&2 i uḡ(z)&),
defined in such a way that the unitary transformations
tween the bases (ug(z)&, uḡ(z)&), (ug(x)&, uḡ(x)&), and
(ug(y)&, uḡ(y)&) are equivalent to the analogous rotations
true spin-1/2 functions.30 The bases (ug(x)&,uḡ(x)&), and
(ug(y)&,uḡ(y)&) are ~within an arbitrary phase factor! there-
fore the fictitious spin functions quantized along the mole
lar x and y axes, respectively. Expressingq in terms of
ug(x)&, uḡ(x)&, andug(y)&, uḡ(y)& one finds

ImH K (
e

mi ue&^eumj L J
52F ImH(

e
^g~x!umi ue&^eumj ug~x!&J ^S̃x&

1ImH(
e

^g~y!umi ue&^eumj ug~y!&J ^S̃y&

1ImH(
e

^g~z!umi ue&^eumj ug~z!&J ^S̃z&G .
Inserting this expression into Eq.~A2! for eachi, j, and not-
ing that

ImH K (
e

mi ue&^eumj L J 52ImH K (
e

mj ue&^eumi L J
one obtains Eq.~1!.

APPENDIX B: DIAGONALISATION OF THE ZEEMAN
HAMILTONIAN

Although diagonalization of a fictitious spin-1/2 sp
Hamiltonian has been previously described in t
literature,3,4,6 we shall provide an explicit derivation becau
we require the orientation of the axiszQ along which the
fictitious spin is quantized. We consider a molecule with
rhombicg-value system (gxÞgyÞgz). Let the applied mag-
netic field be orientated with respect to theg-value axis sys-
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tem in accordance with Fig. 1. We consider first the com
nent of B0 lying in the g-value xy plane, Fig. 4. Once
allowance is made for theg-value anisotropy, the effective
field in thexy plane lies alongx8. The anglea is related to
f by sina5(gy /g')sinf, cosa5(gx /g')cosf, where g'

2

5gy
2 sin2 f1gx

2 cos2 f. zQ must lie in the plane containing
the g-valuez axis andx8, Fig. 5. Angleb is related tou by
an analogous set of equations: sinb5(g' /g)sinu, cosb
5(gz/g)cosu, g25g'

2 sin2 u1gz
2 cos2 u. This completes the

determination ofzQ , and hence the diagonalization of th
Zeeman Hamiltonian. The component of^S̃0& along theith
principal g-value axis iŝ S̃i&5AzQi^S̃0&, Fig. 5. By express-
ing theAzQi in terms ofu andf using the expressions give
above one obtains Eq.~2!.

APPENDIX C: SOLUTION OF THE EQUATION OF
MOTION OF ŠS̃‹

Excitation with a microwave field will causêS̃& to pre-
cess in a plane perpendicular to the fictitious spin quant
tion axiszQ calculated in Appendix B. The axesx9 andy8 lie
in this plane, Fig. 5. The microwave field is applied along t
laboratoryX axis. The component along theith g-value axis
is B1i5AXiB1 , Fig. 1. The component of the transition d
pole alongx9 is therefore

gx95S g'gz

g D cosh1S ~gy
22gx

2!gz

g'g D cosf sinf cosu sinh.

~C1!

The component alongy8 is

FIG. 4. Definition ofx8 axis and anglea.

FIG. 5. Euler anglesa, b, g relating the ‘‘quantization’’ axis systemxQ ,
yQ , zQ to the molecularg-value axis systemx, y, z. Explicit expressions for
the directional cosinesAxQ

, AyQ
, andAzQ

used in the main text are obtaine
from those forAX , AY , andAZ ~Fig. 1! by pairwise substitution of~a,b,g!
for ~f,u,h!.
-

a-

e

gy85S gxgy

g'
D sinh. ~C2!

We now introduce our final axesxQyQ rotated relative to
x9y8 by an angleg ~Fig. 5!:

sing5
gy8
g1

, cosg5
gx9
g1

,

where

g1
25gx9

2
1gy8

2 . ~C3!

The significance of the axisxQ is that it is the direction along
which the effective microwave field lies. Our expression f
g1 , the combined transition matrix element, Eq.~12!, is ob-
tained by substituting Eqs.~C1! and~C2! into Eq.~C3!. Once
an average overh is performed, Eq.~12! is equivalent to the
expressions previously derived in the context of conventio
EPR spectroscopy.7,8

Importantly, we have explicitly derived an axis syste
xQyQzQ in which the motion of the fictitious spin is particu
larly simple. The system will behave like an isotropic syste
with a field applied alongzQ and a linearly polarized micro
wave field applied alongxQ . We may calculate the motion
of the fictitious spin in the framexQyQzQ with any of the
well known approaches of magnetic resonance.25 Generally,
we can write ^S̃xQ

&5^S̃disp.&cos(vt)2^S̃abs.&sin(vt), ^S̃yQ
&

5^S̃disp.&sin(vt)1^S̃abs.&cos(vt), where^S̃abs.& and^S̃disp.& are
the oscillating fictitious spin components responsible for
conventional EPR absorption and dispersion, respectivel

We now wish to know the projections of these oscilla
ing fictitious spin polarizations onto theg-value axes. Our
notation reflects the fact that only^S̃xQ

& will generate a con-
ventional EPR signal in an instrument employing linea
polarized microwaves:̂S̃yQ

& does not generate an oscillatin
magnetic dipole alongX. Inspection of Fig. 5 gives for the
ith g-value axis: ^S̃i&EPR5AxQi^S̃xQ

& and ^S̃i&Quad.

5AyQi^S̃yQ
&. By expressing the directional cosines in term

of u, f, andh using previous expressions one obtains E
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